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PREPAC-E 

The continent of Sou.th America, and Central 11merica, Mexico and 

the island republics, have never been looked upon, from the viewpoint 

o.f the people of the United States, as a land where beauty and art, 

philosophy and 11 cultu.re'1 in general flourish. That this is an 

e1~roneous conception I hope to bring out in the translations of a 

selected group o.f essays taken from a compilation of writings found 
I I 

on the desk of the Uruguayan author, Jose Enrique Hodo., after his 

death in 1917. 

Whether the COWltriea to the south of us be c11lled ti.Latin 

America", 11His.panic ;{merica. 11 , or 11lberian America1', (each of which 

is incorrect to a certain degree) they well deserve, as a group., 

recognition of' their fine cultural achieveraents. 1\s a group, they 

deserve this recognition., but they cannot be considered in any way 

as having a !lgroup11 mind., since these countries, like the nation 

north of the 11 border", have had contributed to their make-up an 

infinite number of races and creeds, with a corresponding infinite 

array of ideas and ideals. 

1Uthough Uruguay, the 11 pa'tr'ia11 of the man I have taken as my 

conception of "Latin'1 ,,t'.h'3rica' s finest contribution, not only to 

literature, but to any phase of lofty ideirn and ideals and creed 

tor living, is a predoruinantly white country, along with being one of 

the three m.ost progressive countries in South iil,lerica, I still feel 

that in the production of literary work, Uruguay, in the person of 

Rodrf, can istand as a fine example for the rest of these countries. 
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Colombia, for example, one of the countries in the North of South 

America, is known for her poetic people. It is the general rule, 

and not the exception, for a Colambiano to be a poet. Still in the 

vein of poetry, icaragua's contribution was RubEfu Dario. Argentina 

gave rise to the "novelas gauchescas", and was the native land of 

Hugo Wast. Peru and Chile have given us , in the 11 novelaa r ealistas11 , 

the life of the "roto11 ; and the author of 'Broad and Alien is the '/orld., 

(El mundo es ancho y ajeno), Ciro Alegria. 

Rodd', in my opinion., stands even above the aforementioned writers. 

Rarely do we find such great men; who, realizing that the infinite and 

celestial speaks to them through the things of the every-day world; 

think upon these . things, and present them to their fellow men in such 

sublime and beautiful terms., parables., we might even call them., indi-

eating to them the heights of which each is capable., and for which 

each must strive, 
I 

Rodo., although a constant seeker of eternal truths, had also as 

his creed, "Renovarse es vivir" (to renew oneself is to live). It is 

with this outstanding thought in mind that he wrote "Los otivos de 

Proteo 11 , (The otives of Proteus). Of Proteus., we find the following 

in the Diccionario Enciclop~dico breviado: 

"En la mitologia ,griega., dios marino ., hijo de Poseidon, o 
de oc,ano. Tenia la facultad de predecir lo futuro, pero 
al ser consultado solia tomar formas distintas ya menudo 
espantables , y los que eran bastante audaces para cogerle 
y sujetarle a traves de sus cambios de forma, lograban que 
les hablara. n 

"In Greek mythology, a god of the sea, son of Poseidon, or 
of the ocean. He had the power of predicting t he future, 
but on being consulted, he was accustomed to take different 



forms, frequently frightening ones, and those who were 
audacious enough to catch him in spite of his changes 
of .form, succeeded in having him speak to them." 

/ Thus, Rodo chose Proteus as his symbol for a creed of life; a constant 

changing, renewing, of thoughts and i deas. Rodo'believed that if one 

were faced with failure, one could change it into success through a 

re-directing of one's aims and objectives. This constant re-directing 

of one's course in life, is, as it was in The otives of Proteus, the - --
basic idea of the essays I have chosen for translation from the group 

/ 

which was printed under the title of Los Ultimos otivos ~ Proteo 

(The Last otives of Proteus), after the author's death. These 

essays, prior to the printing of this book in 1932, had never been 

read. In th~ prologue, Dardo Regules stutes: 

11 Tengo sobre la mesa Wl .raonton de .manuscritos que provocan, 
en cierta medida, la emocion de papeles sagrados •• Los 
dejo psi, -en desorden de trabajo inacabado, -el maestro •• 
Y asi los he encontrado al cabo de los anos, como un 
testimonio callado y vivo de su espiri tu. Me toca, por 
privilegio de amistad, explorarlos por primera vez. Nadie 
los ha le!do antes. Y la lectura se hace en comu'n con los 
cuatro hermaaos ejemplares: Marfa del Rosari~ Isabel, 
Julia y_ Alfredo • • l.fredo, -t·odo comprension y todo dis
tincio~ espir1tual, ~nos ayuda hasta el fin, en esta tarea 
que acomete con prolijidad conmovedora ••• 

Paginas trWlcas., --en parte sin relaciori entre si, material 
de Wla obra en formacion o sobrante abandonado de una obra 
concluida,--el autor no las habia revelado &un ni a los 
espiritus mas inti.mos. Y no nos podemos sustraer a la 
emocion de entrar en ·este r. reino interior" donde el maestro 
se entregaba a sus meditaciones., en el espontaneo desalino 
de la primera confidencia con su obra, tal como no lo 
!recuentabamos nl en los libros, n · en la vida. La muerte 
ha liber tado las puertas de ese reino interior inviolado. 
Vemos al maestro en su lubor ahincada y creadora. o en 
la p'agina definitiva y concluida, sino en esa hora heroica 
de 1~ gesta de la forma, durante la cual, el desfallecimiento 
y ia adivinacion, mientras se conquista, en dura jornada, la 
plenitud del estilo o de la verdad. La estancia interior 
del Rey Thule se abre ••• 



nJ have on the table a heap of manuscripts that provoke., 
in a cert in measure, tho elllotion of sacred papers •• 
He left them thus, •• the · ster. nd thU.s r have 
found thEG at th ·end of the years, as a quiet and 
living testimony of his spirit . It falls to me, as a 
privilege of triendalip, to explore them f or the firat 
time. Mo one has read th before. And the reading 
is being done in coordination with the four exe plary 
brothers and sisterfl: Uar!a del nosario, Isabel, 
Julia and Alfredo •• Alfredo, all understanding and 
spiritual distinction, • • helps us to the end, 1n 
this task t. t be undertakes with moving prolixity . 
Incomplet pages • • in part witl nc relation among 

the;nselves, material of a -wo1•k in formation, or in 
exce$a, abandoned from a finished work, •• the author 
had not revealed them to even his tnoet intimate friends. 
;;nd e cannot h fslp submitting to the emotion of entering 
this "inner kingdom11 whore the J.ia st.er devotQ him8 lf 
to tuJs meditations, in the spontaneous abandon of the 
first' confidence ith his ork, such as 1 e do not cane 

. upon even in books., or in life. Death has opened the 
doors oi t hat inviolated ii.nn r kingdom. \:a see the 

ster in hia work, veheaent and croativc . ot in the 
definite and finished p..iges, but 1n that heroic hour of 
creation of form, during llhich, weakness and guessing., 
(ar apparent) hile it is being conquered., in hard 
day's labor, in the fullness of st~lo and truth. The 
inner ro of King 'i'hule is opeD:1ng• •• 

The thoughts contai. ned in the seventeen assays I havo chosen 

tor translation appear to be similar to thoughts in essay8 contained 

in 12! otivos .5!!, Proteo. These essays., (the ones chosen tor trans

lation), were all taken frcD. "Thti Book oi-1 Vocation" (El Libro de 
/ 

Vocation} of 1h! ~ otives £! Proteus (~ Ultimos Uotivos s!!_ 

.Proteo) . 
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ABOUT 'i'HE 1mTHO O ' 11 LOS ULTLlOS OTIVO DE P'11.0TE " , 
/ / 

JOSE E~RIQUE RODO 

Born into an old and rich family of Uruguay in the year 1872, 
/ / 

Jose Enrique Rodo was raised in an intellectual environment which 
/ 

no doubt guided him in the choosing of a literary career. Rodo 

manifested this calling early in life, by establishing, along with 

two of his brothers, a publication on literature and social science. 

Rod6 spent his entire life, with the exception of his last 

t wo years, in Montevideo among his friends and family and the solitude 

. . / . f of his study. He was never married. Rodo died rom a fever con-

tracted in !ta~ in 1917 while he was acting as representative on 

the European continent for an Argentine lilagazine. 
/ 

Besides his devotion to literature, Rodo was also a politician. 

In 1901, he gave up a position as Director of the National Library of 

Uruguay to enter Congress, to wh ' ch he was elected in 1902 and 1908. 

He took an earnest part in initiating social legislation; he was 

opposed to anti-church legislation. 
/ 

Rodo's influence acted as a 

rallying point and was due to his authority as an exponent of optimism, 

as a stylist and as an advocate of unity in South American literature 

and culture. 
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FOR THE ONE 11!0 HAS A POETIC MEMORY 

For the one who has a poetic memory, this condition of the 

· memory harmonized with the separation from present reality, in 

abso~bed and profound life, can be a penaaneiit force of trans

f orming regression: almost a re-living in the past. 

Have you not heard it said how the suggestion of the hypnotist 

usually manifests itself also in the sense of taking the soul or the 

subject back to a former era of hie life, effecting in his (faculty 

of) memory the evoking of a (certain) memory, which is again tor 

him a living and actual reality; a memory which, in its time, 

evokes through association the comcomitant facts of conscience and 

the general and intimate tone of life, and thus recomposes, while 

the (hypnotic) sleep lasts, the entire soul, such as it was, in an 

extraordinary 11retl,lffl" of youth or of infancy? 

Certain souls can obtain through their capacity of attention 

and sympathy regarding the images of what used to be, something 

which resembles this suggested resurrection of an "I" of another 

time. And if in them, (the images), the absorption of an instant 

has the virtue of reanimati11£ a memory, even to reproducing all the 

emotion and the accompl:3.niment of that past reality, like those 

mosses which after being dead for entire years, among the leaTes or 

an herbariwa, revive (in) sprinkling them with some drops of water; 

if even in the corporeal, the intense memory of a former wound 

comes, in some constituti<>nS, even reopening it and making it 

bleed (magic and extraordinary force): the vigorous, systematic 

cultivation of the memories or a part of the past, in the solitude 



and the habitual concentration of life, can it not give (up to a 

certain point) the appearance of continuity and permanence to 

that "realizationtt of the images ot memory? 

Yes, of course! and .how many sou.ls., which solitude shelters, 

closing the eyes of the mind to the reality that surrounds them, 

as we close those of the body in order .to better eyoke the image 

of scne material object, take delight in the rapture and happiness 

of memory, the benefit of death in regard to things of the present, 

and of resurrection in better times! ••• Of one who thus conse

crates himself to the inner life of a memory, is it a simple 

metaphor to say he lives in the past? Oh monasteries, oh refuges 

of deceived ones and conquered onest he who puts himself behind 

your walls and succeeds in penetrating the secret of the souls 

llhieh hwnble eyes reflect beneath the hoods and the veils, how 

many he would surprise with those raptures in which he lives 

contemplating in ecstasy a worldly vision, lifted up oTer the 

passing of time; and how would he come to know that your solitude 

and your peace are tor the many souls which inhabit you, and ~hat 

only for such a consolation they seek you; as (in) that marvelous 

country of the legends of Rubruquis where the young traveller 

kept intact, !or ever, · his youth ~nd his strength and grace that 

he had at the time he entered ( the country). 

There are other souls which necessity subjects to the ta~ka 

and disputes of the world, and that with this echanieal exercise, 

where they don't put forth any more than the very exterior of 

themselves., they alter, scarcely have they in returning passed 

2 . 



the doorway of the house, that rapture of the memory, that "with

drawing-:-into-one •s-self" which restores them to the joy of a lost 

pleasure: souls that are as a book .would be in whos~ even pages 

only were cold figures and venal announcements, and whose uneven 

pages contained stories o! fairies or .soft and divine line• of 

poetry. ,'then the painstaking work ceases, when liberty returns 

from the breast of silence and calm, then it ia incorporated into 

the redeemed imagination, as the beautiful princess in the awaken

ing of the sleeping.forest, which is here the ~ecording of a remote 

story. In this way, maey souls, in love with a past which carried 

away with it their happiness and love, resolve affirmatively, tor 

that which touches themselves, the proposal of 11.ephi.etophelee: 

"Does the past exiat? Is there a difference between that which 

was, and pure nothing?" It exists, yes, tor the one who carries 

it in his breast, oh sweet sither of EunomoJ; and the aemory, 

which consecrates its i.Dmlortality and its etenial .freshness is, 

through ita mysterious power over us, one of the pious arts or 

Proteus. , 

.3 



TO HATE THE GIFT Ym:CH OHE HAS 

Vocation is the inner feeling of an aptitude; and it is a 

natural law that almost always aptitude is accoapanied by the 

vocation which moves it to develop iteelf. It is in the order 

of things that, one who has a special gift loves it and takes 

pleasure in it. But the case is not lacking of the one who 

possesses an aptitude, and is conscious of it, far from esteeming 

it and honoring it, thankful .for the gift from nature, pays for 

this gift with indifference and aversion. Even in those who 
• 

develop and exercise their real aptitude, the esteem they make 

of their gifts is usually a point less than nothing, and is a 

good deal beneath that which they devote to another inf'ei-ior 

aptitude llhich is concurrent in them, or to one, illusory and vain, 

which they think they posa'3ss . On the other hand, the tyranl\}' of 

' a passion, of an interest, of a science, as in the ascetic who 

represses and sacrifices his talents, judging them vanities of 

the world, can inhibit the feeling for his vocation and make it 

the object of diahonor and oblivion. But, can this lack of love 

8Xlillt itself sometimes even to hate? Can it be that the aversion 

towards the superior gi!t which has been received from nature 

should cane even to the abhorrence of this gift, and passionate 

rage against it? lilly not, when the instinct of the aptitude rises 

up and rebels against the Wljust sentence, when necessit7, the 

irrepressible desire of expansion which is usually in the essence 

or great vocations, fights against the disparaging force which the 

will makes to dominate it and repress it? 



THE NEW SOUL 

Two conclusions stem., for our purpose, from these examples of 

conversive virtue with which is manifested, or in which actively 

consists, all human superiority. 

5 

One (conclusion) is that if the inner sensations, of inspiration, 

can modi!y, up to a certain point, the characters or personality, 

not only lilting to a rare and sublime height those which al.ready 

exist in it, but abolishing them at times and substituting in their 

place others which resemble them in nothing and even are their 

lively antitheses., this insures that the substance of llhich we are 

made is essentially plastic and zaoditiable. And they are the same 

forces of love, or passionate interest, of subjugating attention, 

of transferr ing sympathy, which they produce in the character, the 

happy and efficacious llllltation of an hour; they are the ones which, 

di sciplined and directed to a systematic end, for which they are 

worth t he alliance ot time, have the power of producing in ordinary 

souls real and definite t r ansformations. The other is the conclusion 

that t he inferiority and littleness of which you are a spectator in 

yourself, in the course or your ordinary life, do not have to be the 

reason that you fail to esteem your conjectures that 1n the unknown 

and virgin of ;your soul takes root some one of the superior forces 

tb&t raise man over the average of men. The choice of those talents 

takes little stock in the conditions to which the judgment or the 

world would pay attention, in the person of the one under consider-

ation. An enforcing or the character is the occasion; and the 110rk 
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to which your activity is applied is not an end which remains outside 

of it, a passive object to which the soul transcends, but a comple

ment with which its personality is integrated in a higher personal 

synthesis. 'l'he splendid phase can alternate in it the same with a 

relative light of Mdiwn apl.endor as with a compl.etely opaque one. 

The 11new soul" of Pythagoras, now widerstood in its supernatural 

and mythical sense, now in the human sense of an alteration which 

proceeds the organic base of the personality-; the "new soul" is the 

secret of all sublime superiorities. 
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ON TRUE PERSONALITY 

Frequently, the artificial physiognomy with which our personality 

appears transformed is not distinguished from the natural and proper 

(personality), except in the intensity or gesture or harmof1¥ of its 

lines. 'lbe real character remains, but a general exaltation magnifies 

it, or rather it is deformed, in characterish appearance, as the 

countenance or one who looks at h.ulselt in an agitated sphere. 

Other times, it is an acquired character, a new personality, that 

which rapture excites and moves. '!his personality presents clear and 

magic outlines. Perhaps it is lively, while the one it substitutes 

ie timid; perhaps it is joytul, while the other, melancholy; perhaps 

proud, while the latter, humble. Perhaps it is unique in appearances, 

in loves, in hates. It is like an intruding guest who has usurped the 

place of the mast.er and whom the servants respect and revere.1 Do 

not seek to infer in what way this wayfaring guest will be manifested 

in a soul, if you know only the real personality. All the differences, 

all the disagreements, are possible between the personality nature 

has created and nature develops or modifies, and that which rapture 

nokes from a mysterious center. And the most singular and interesting 

yet is that, frequently, this latter appears the natural and primitive 

(personality): frequently it appears to be the same personality 

created by nature, which, broken the limits where habit had it con-

tained, its frank and bared expression reappears; or rather, without 

(1) The manuscript has before and after 11se:,:"Vants 11 the word lftraitorous" 
between parentheses, as an adjective that needed to undergo a new 
analysis before being included. Moreover, there is included be
tween the parentheses the expression "de la coaa11 • 



coming to discover such a deep seat of the soul, the superficial 

covering separates f rOlil it, which those artifices with which it is 

a.l ays disguised, compose, in part, before the look of others and 

even before that of its own conscience, and the soul sees clearly 

the truth of itself, and scarcely mentions it without caution; and 

in this way is changed, not the real man into a fictional one, but 

a man habitually false, into another real person, although he be 

ephemeral: trom whence are born sincerity and the truth which rap

ture is accustomed to put on the lips of men.2 

(2 ) The original has some free words, which would make one suspect 
that this page should complete itself with some parable or example, 
and the subsequent eomentary. These words say: Mosto Seneca and 
then: "Thus inspiration usually re-establishes natural man. 11 

The manuscript remains, with the fo:nner, scrupulously reproduced. 



COOLETE LIFE 

It is not only a faculty which fortifies itself, nor a sense 

which refines and modifies itself; it is not a single phase of 

organic or moral life that beautifies and transfigures itself. It 

is the· harmonious union of all these. lt is also that vital sense, 

that deep and diffused feeling of our being, that elemental organic 

conscience, from whence life acquires its U>nicity: that with its 

exaltation relifts us and with its lessening lets us dOlfn. It is 

9 

a greater force and harmol')1 that comes from that profound towitain, 

and at whose step everything appears to vibrate in a new way, and 

to harmonize better, because, thus as beneath the bow of an 

instruraent, cords mold their Ti.bra ting forms, and from the relation 

of these different -forms, but united among themselves by numerous 

accords, springs an individual and .continuous sound: in this way, 

each organ, each sense, each faculty, touched by a mysterious bow, 

gives its adequate Tibration and concurs with it (to form) a 

hat-monious and most perfect \tlbole. Through this art , in an instant, 

all the contradictions and dissonances of the soul disappear; 

there returne, in order, all that with~ it that was only a discon

certed multitude; all of the hostile inclinations fail to contend, 

as if a piece of music had sounded that put them in sweet auapeneion 

apd - sta.sy;. and the sentiment in which all are resolved is at the 

same ti~e a~ if there were i n the soul more force,· and this force 

m.ore orderly, one, and mistress of itsel.t . 
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TO TRAIJSPO.RT ONE'S OWN SOUL TO THAT OF ANOTHER 

Ifot long ago, fixing my attention on the ondulation of a snake 

that at a short distance from me was crawling over the ground., there 

was presented to me, in a more intuitive and plastic way than ever, 

the dependence on which rests a perfect comprehension in ~gard to 

identity. I verified, through my eyes, an observation wit.h which, 

on reflection, I was already acq1.1ainted. A contemporary thinker, 

Souriau, who has devoted many pages to the es.thetics of movement, 

notes how our immediate impression of the serpentine movement of th.e 

snake is not translated in that feeling of approbation and compla

cence which grace moves from the first instant, in us, but only 

the analysis serves as an efficacious measure in order that, ob

jectively, we may recognize the hidden grace in those slithering 

evolutions. But appealing to exactitude of analysis, what movement 

is there where the el.ements of a graceful form concur than in the 

slithering movement or the snake? ••• The lack of appearance of 

effort, the elegant picture; the agile and rhythmical development 

of the waves in which the light body is released, subtly, like a 

flame which the wind twists and agitates on the level o.f the· ground, 

isn't this grace?; is this not lively, dJ1namic beauty, as much as 

that which unfolds from the harmonious hwnan force in the contests 

of the stadium, or from the wings of the bird which mounts up,. 

soaring, through the air'? Our ineptitude for perceiving it intui

tively is born in part, ~oubtlessly, from. a repugnance or enmity, 

-v.;hieh blinds the perspicacious sight of love, the greatest agent of 

intellect and sympathy; but even more, it is born from a profound 



ll 

difi'crooce of organization, in regard to the m~ans and form of move-

virtue the reptil>1; mov,Js. t'Se identify ourselves eas.ily with those 

_____ 3 , t,here is something 

even su:>erior spirit:.;., placed in front of the work of others., which 

of r;om:prehension, y;hich does not proceed either .from ~1alice of tf...11., 

nor from weakened sensib5.lity, nor fram. hat,1, but from insuperable 

antagonisms of moral structure& •• Ho1, often I re.:1embar it, tnd in.th 

----, to the antipodes 

one'G own aoul to another has unredeeming li\rlts in each one of usl 

Braii.k the uold of your personality, in order to unde:rst.:1nd the beauty 

that is contained in ovg;.m.izat:lona different f':rom ;your mm. If you 

are a bird., a donw:Jtic cat., and find m1e day, in your path, a strange 

3 This blunk and all following blanks indicate that words were 
omitted in the original. 
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whi.ch is beautiful; try for an instant to slither along, hiss •• make 

yourself a serpent, if you are on that which is beautiful in 

the snake. 
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THE ARTIST WHO DllillCTS THE cmm.ENTS OF THE WIND 

There is yet another sphere of deeper and more essential trans

figurations. The poet and the painter evoke concrete forms, which 

they vivify with their own spirit., poured out of the personal mold; 

but the artist who directs the currents of the ,vind, he ,,no governs the 

sonorous m.ult.itudes., that one, when he leaves his ordinary personality, 

like clothing on the beach., on the edge of the ocean into which he 

hurls himself', is ready and capable of descending into the regions 

where passage to others was never given; and not only; tearing aside 

that which is the outer covering and limits in human feeling, he takes 

possession of their very virtuality and quintes.sence; not only does 

he penetrate, to where a subject is offered, a .sympathy which makes 

them equal., but submerges himael:r even more, and arrives at the r.wst 

remote profundity of the affinities and primary stimuli: to the dept.h 

of fundamental life., where all that which is created is one, where all 

speak a single and clear tongue, whose memory will be born again in 

the consciences of men on the evoking of the harmonious :magic. There 

is nothing like great music tor breaking into the soul where it is pres-

ent, the terms o:f its awn personality and diffusing itself through as 

many of the possibilities as the being embraces. He who is called Mozart., 

he who is called· Bellini, he who is called I'3eethoven., is an imfilense 

Proteus, whose inc.oeroible eaeence incarnates in the same way in a 

hundred-year-old ·;tcrest, a.s in the fervor of a violent t.orrent, or in 

the arch of an august basilica; ill the same way usurps the mountain's 

way of being, as that of the errant cloud or of the slender thread of 



rain; in the same way by means ot sacks or wind, as by the craw of 

the bird, or through the wings of the insect that lives hidden be

neath the grass; now it beats in an innocent breast, non feeds and 

in.f'l&1es. some savage throats (gullets), now is a brow that thinks more 

deepJ:y than one thinks with words; now it is distributed and infil

trated into an entire raultitude; now it takes an angelic body and is 

carried off to :peaks where the freshness of the infinite aspires and 

contem.plates the beginning of all things and is saturated in the light 

of eternity. 

Through the transforming efficacy of this divine art. in the souls 

of thos.e vJho listen to i·I., ii' they have been born to listen to it, it 

is possible to infer mat may be the virtue of an equal inclination in 

the soul .of those to whom it- makes a gift oi' its inspirations, and who 

drink, in their own :fountain, its sacred waters. 

J\ t.ea.cher of psychology shor,ed, not long ago, and verified vii.th 

observations which were full of intereot.,. the truly h,ypnotic action 

which music always exercises, to a greater or lesser degree, on 

talented performers. As soon as Pachma~ sat down at the piano., his 

character changed con1pletely, and as in the hypnotized subject to whom 

is suggested, with only one word, emotions whieh are reflected, one 

after the other, with amazing plasticity, on his countenance, thus 

a hundred souls go stampeding successively across the masque of the musi

cian, while in musical time, the harm.onioua torrent brings ,vith it, 

tenderness, voluptuousness., anger, enthusiasm, adoration, terror, 

melancholy. But he who performs. is but the intermediary, the cupbearer 

who has not torn off and trodden the bunch of grapes for his own self; 



even m.ore intense., even more deep., than the eru.otion of the one perf'oms, 

is,- as one may imagine, the emotion of the one who creates. 
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Who doubts that if inspir£ition is a new soul, a netJ soul works 

also in the activity of a heroic nature? The inspi,ration of battles 

is, as much as of others., disassociation, transfiguration and a dual 

spirit. Prom the inost common clay foundry cnn be of value the alcheilJY 

which makes gold. The hero is, frequently, in ordinary life, the one 

who appeGirs most foreign to th.cit mysterious foree, which, tho sublime 

occasion at hand, \tlll spring from. his soul., as lightning froo1 a cloud. 

The ecstatic impulse; the communicating serenity ,vhieh sheds a 

miraculous .f)il over the waves of fear; the sharp look that orders a:nd 

divides huge multitudes and fixes there, in front, i11 space, the site 

i1here the triU111ph is to be, are things whose traces are usually scat

tered in the hero., without leaving the least vestige by which one 

might r@eognize the,m, no sooner does he leave the field where he 

seems so great to the tasks a.nd custoina of peace. In Mark 1lnthony :i 

the ancieni~ ones admired tho opposU,ion bet.~een the Sybarrit.e of 

Capua and the lion of t1ar; in Marius, tho light impressionability 

that moved hiin in public gathorings., a:nd the firm and i.mperturable 

call:11 v,'ith which he excelled over the confusion of arms. Who would 

recognize !Jtu.rat., th~ conqueror,- the ray of heroic audacity., in the 

pus:Ulanimous king who does not dare take a step for rd .. mself in 

the advices of the gove:rmnent., and torments h:L:i:iself' IYith a hundred 

differ~nt thoughts without executive force? t~hen they asked Mapoloon 

the j1.1dgm.ent that he had form.ad of N'ey., he answered: 1t0t1 the field 

of battle he is a god; away from. it, he is a child.n 



And of Napoleon hirrtself, thrJ mem.oi.res of his doctor tell us 

what, a JJrodigious organic tran::;forraation was produced in him 

scarcely had the tempest in which he ruled as a genius surrounded 

him. l'.ihile in peace, his pulse beat slowly and faintly, and the 

depression of his sp.ir:i.t kept him in a constant state of ill health, 

eor:;i.par:1ble to one who breathes in a rarified atmosphere., with the 

.first thunder of eo.rubat his heart recovered its natural rhythm, all 

the activity of his beine took on a double i.lnpulse, and the exalta

tion of' a vital sense filled with a voluptuous joy, as must happen 

in a sea animal that, after having been taken from. its element, is 

returned to the bosom of the ,vater. 



THE STRUGGLE Fon STYLE, WHBli IT IS STROiiG AHD DEr~P, 

TRki:~SFIGURlLS P11"lt!30HALITY 

Even when the work of an artist is not applied to .forging an 

imagined soul, in v,hich his own melts and vanishes; and even when, 

if he only writes of himself, he may not have the inspired touch, the 

virtue of lending it new life and feeling, nor does he augment and 

excite unusually those vilhich he already recognizes as his, in such a way 

that he creates in himself a distinct personality, if' not in quality, 

in intention: still the worl{ in :i;tself, the combat of style, when 

it is strong and deep, gives l!fay in the 1;,riter-artist to a transfigura

tion of personality, which, as in ·the one who., a prey of sublime in

toxication, dissipates the mru11ory and conscience of his true being, 

snatches all of it away t.o the work, and twists his moral nature even 

to bringing to light, from the most agitated soul, beneficial reaetions 

!rom. intelligence and from will. 1/Jhen the abbot, L • Epee, is threatened 

with excommunication, there is born in his soul the purpose of conse

crating him.self to his pious undertaking of teaching the deai'-ru.ut(Hs. · 

l,\,hen Bernal Diaz del Castillo reads, in his old age, the history of 

Gomara, v,here he sees omitted his old braveries and his glory, he 

feels tempted to become a writer, in order to vindicate them., he who, 

up to that point, never had touched a pen; and thus he writes his vibrant 

and gracious cronicle. The pain of deceit, the ugly reality felt 

beneath the idea 01" the idol in which he believed., scarcely convert 

the will to more firm courses, as when Malte-Brun, political propo

gandist, the first at being a geographer, sees Bonaparte, his idol, 



unmasked, tho 18th of Brumario (second month of the French Republi

can ye,ar); and abandons the ci vie arena and consecrates himself 

to science where glory awaited him.. The grief iuhich is born from 

material goods, impels Ii'ourier to the apostolate, as in antiquity 

it had impelled Zeno to philosophy, making him. pass through the 

door',,ay of Stoa • 

One's own pain., or rather., someone else's, shared through a 

live s;ympathy, is the secret of transfigurations in· which the 

aptitude of the artist and the poet, already revealed, but contained 

with a medium height, soars extraordinarily over its august shadows 

li.ke the clouds which are to emit from themselves the storm. 
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FALSE CHi\NGES IN DIRECTION 

In the history- of that pompous literature., that in the eountry 

of Iran sprang from the influence of Island.am, there is told a case 

that, because of its expressive simplicity I shall choose as an 

example of the false changes in direction • .Anvari., a poet; was ig-

norant o.f the fact that this work of writing poems might give some 

right to appreciation from the powerful ones; when one day; seeing 

pass the resplendent. retinue of the sultan, noted in it a proud 

magnate, who; they told him, was one of the poets of the court. 

His ambition stimulated., Anvari asked to be heard by the sovereign.,. 

and captivated him. with his ardor in such a way that he came to be, 

(he also) an aulie poet. Anvari had arrived at the top by the road 

of his natural ·being; and instead of being satisfied in the joy of 

this merited honor., hecovet.ed other laurels,· scorned those which he 

had legitirnately gained, and decided to change the glory of the poet 

for the knowledge and authority of the astrologer. But as hnvari 

was not ealled by Heaven to read the language of the stars, but. to 

understand the grace and beauty which there are in the things of the 

earth, Anvari read badly, made sinister prophecies which oppressed his . 

people., and when his omens were disclaim.ed through reality., he waG 

compelled to nee from the mockery of the courtiers, and took refuge 

in a different city; not so dist.ant that to it could not arrive the 

echoes of his dishonor as before had arrived those of his glory. Un

fortunately for .:;nvari, the memory of the mob, which is usually a 

fu.ga.cious wave for the deeds from which is born some honor., it is 
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resistant. bronze tor those who grow smaller, degenerate·; and ,mile he 

lived, the people no longer saw in him the lofty poet, but the 

ridiculed astrologer. Amrari thought wrongly if he believed that the 

laurels -with Vihich the court had girded his brow would guard him in 

the street from the stoning of the multitude. 



AH APTITUDE w'HICH DISAPPEARS :rn A SUDDEN AND 

MYSTmIOUS WAI 

A true and deep vocation is a force that moves __ in a certain 

sense. It is not to be considered as the motivating impulse of just 

one faculty, as a tendency that can be explained apart from the rest 

(of the tendencies) that occur in us: it must be considered as the 

personality its elf. in moven1.ent. Hence the active and concrete 

realization of the vocation, the road it takes, the way it instills 

itself in work which, reacting at the same time upon it, fixes and 

clarifies it: all this is a thing so personal <ind so lacking an 

equivalent, outside ot __ as all that which is based on the incom-

munieable originality of its own temperament. An aptitude that 

disappears from the soul in a sudden and mysterious way, without 

being able to explain itself, either by natural decadence, or through 

modification ot conditions of life, or by weakening of the will, or 

through a vicious change in the procedures of art; fatal and instan

tanttoua extinction of: a light by an unknown blow is a painful. and 

strange thing., of which examples are not lacking. 

Antiquity tells us of the rhetoritician, Hemogenes, who 

(although) he arrived at i:1ll extremely old age, his superiority 0£ 

spirit died with fi,rst youth, never to return, And if in this ease of 

the Greek rhe\oritician it is fitting to suppose the trace of an 
. '• . 

infirmity of mind,, as 1n that which history tells of .Albertus Magnus, 

· st,rlcken i:7hil.,, he was finishing a speech in his professorial chair 

~t Colonia, with the sudden disappearance of his eloquence and his 



intelligence, other names give us a .more outstanding example of this 

myst.ery. For instance, the name of ftafa.ellino del Garbo ••• 4 

--------
4 Thi$ chapter reruained Wlfinished a'"" the height of this 

sentence. 



GENIUS REVEALED I N THE SOUL OF THE POET 

Vanished, all that which is interposition of dead things, sheets 

ot paper, mute letters, the work appears revealed in the soul of the 

poet as in the instant of creation, sacred and IIcy"sterious. Propa

gating in infinite reverberations, each phrase puts in movement, 

withiri the soul, a new world. Each word tears aside the obscurity 

of abstraction and converts itself on the spot into an imaginary 

vision which canes to simulate the sensation of the eyes; sometimes, 

by means of a vaporous apparition, subt,le nymph, bom of the air in 

. which it is drawn; other times as an image of and precise 

cont ours, opened by the calm chisel in the limpid .firmness of marble; 

other times as a palpitating and sanguine creature, whose vigorous 

ltneauient is drawn on the gold of the sun, among the clamour and 

vigor of ·nature. 



A BCOK IS A GREAT INSTRUMENT OF 

INTERIOR REFORMATION 

A book is a great instrument of interior reformation; but not 

principally because of its intellectual efficacy and the power of 

conviction which it stores; but because of its intensity in feeling 

and image; not principally because of that which it sets forth, but 

because of its ardor, and its life, and because of what there is in 

it of subjugating will, and of the enchantment of th~ heart; not 

principally because of the power itself of an idea, but because of 

the virtue that the idea, drawn and animated, acquires in order to 

touch the springs with which emotion is awakened and move ent is 

provoked. 

Perhaps there never was a book of abst ract and cold philosophy, 

that, without the interposition of other books, might make a human 

soul be modified; but the doctrine is converted in fervor and redemp

tion, or in vertigo and madness, when the artist appropriates it for 

himself, releasing it then to the winds of life; and here I call 

artist all those who, with their writings, their teachings, or their 

examples, dress in beauty and clarity an idea . 

A new doctri e is like the word of a g()d; who; in order to reveal 

to us his law, is obliged to take incarnation in hw:aan nesh, and 

to walk alive and palpable among us, and to speak to us with parables, 

and to make us weep with his passion. 'l'his 1s the book of the artist, · 

when he joins an ideal purpose to its beauty: the life and passion 

of an incarnated idea in order to reveal himself to us . 



There is no intellectual concept, that through itself, moves ua 

to practice an action, nor that, without the help of an image, enamors 

us. When the mystic feels the necessity of defending an idea of the 

infinite and the eternal, t he object or his love, from the rivalry 

of worl dly, real and tangible goods, he must lend t o that supreme, 

undetermined object., an imaginary form, a divine body, which may 

humble and dim the beauty of worldly things. Such is the vision of 

the mystic one; and art reproduces it, for e~ch idea, in eaeh one of 

us, kindling in ua the faith and love of a thought which it draws 

from the obscurity of abstraction and rai ses ov~r the altar where 

prayer and sacrifi ce may be offered t o it . 



IF YOU WA?JT TO KNO v IF THE DIRECTION 

OF YOUR SOUL HAS BEEN CHANGED 

27 

There are books that through their accumulation of reflective 

life; tt~ough their complexity and intensity; through that which they 

equal on contact with nature itself; through the way in which they 

seem. to give us the totality of things; serve in order that we may 

test in them all the edges of our sensitiveness, of our spirit, ot 

our judgment. 

Read in infancy, in adolescence, in youth, in manhood, how 

differently they show themselves to us, and show us, on reflection, 

the image of' ourselves! Read in disillusionment and defeat, in 

triumph and prosperity, how many new things about ourselves they 

make us know in each one of these cases; how many secrets they bring 

to light from our inner world, as if they augmented in us, the di

aphanous quality, serenity, and perspicacity of the vision o! 

consciencet 

If you want to know if your soul has been changed and it is 

some time since you l ast read the Quijote, take it and read it again. 



THE IDOK THAT OLDS MEN 

What an immense and varied life, hat an ialmense and varied force 

is that world of light paper, raised over the true world, as the 

horseman or the horse . 

There is the book that. motivates revoluti ons; the book that leads 

multitudes; the book that conquers t;yrannies; the book that evokes and 

restores dead things; the one that publishes Wlknown miseries; the 

one that constitutes or renews nations; the one that unearths hidden 

trea~urea; the one that expels phant0ll18 and melancholies; the one 

that raisea over alters, new gods . There ia the book that, buried · 

like a giant in sleep, beneath the dust of centuries, ono day 1• 

raised to light, and w.ith a blow of its root shakes the world. There 

is the book where the future is present, the idea of what must be 

changed 1n human life, in movooient, in color and in stone . There 

is the book that transfortlS itself' in keeping with generations; 

immortal.li etficacious, but never equal to itself; the book ot 

which one may ask:- at will men toel who read 1t in future time? 

As one ma)~ a.ay:~What will they feel, not even telt by ua, be!ore a 

sunset, or before the sublimit7 of sea and mow1tain? There is the 

book, whose name remains significant and violent, like a flag that 

waves on the heights, when few read in it any other thing than the 

name. This is the one that saves a people from oblivion, or trora 

aeeing its liberty taken away, and tbe one that multiplies the fish 

in tho net of the poor; and the one that tends the sweet dreams, 

given alike to the soul of the worker and to that of the prince: 

dreama, neet, soothing element which the order of the world also 
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needs . 

But there is still another kind of book, through which that which 

that tragil and marTelloua object has as an instrument of action, of 

energy, manifests in the real, a work in the deepest workshop of life; 

and it is the book that molds characters, an artifice of the will, propa

gator of a certain type of men; that which takes, as a mound of wax, 

one or several human generations, and, with moulding force, manages 

them, banding them over to the ways of the world, marked with 'its 

invisible and lasting stamp. 



THE F.SSENTIAL DUALITY OF OUR PERSONALITY 

This is Glauco, a jovial and transient spirit. Could he not, 

through a systematic action of my will, in the sense of -----
to the calls that evoke him, to the conditions that are propicious 

to him, exorcieing that which puts him to flight and makes him 

vanish; couldn't he rule one day in m.y soul, alone and continuous, 

as far as the fundamental tendency of a person can be, within our 

complexity? 

Perhaps, but I want also for my soul that part of me that is 

not Glauco•s. Because with him are clarity, peace and harmony; 

but in austerity, in gloom, which in the soul remain outside of hie 

confines of light, there are springs and wells for those for whom he 

does not know the way. There interest nurtures its roots for the 

sacred and infinite nwstery; there springs the vein of love whose 

slope goes down to where are the defeated and wretched ones; there 

resides the comprehension of another beauty other than that contained 

in tom, and the sadness that carries in itself its balsam and whose 

accents are better than the sweetness of delight.~No, you are not 

entirely right; oh luminous and serene guest of mine, oh pagan, who 

revives in my eoul ; and although with your presence you make me 

discern the glory of the gods, I want you to leave a spot within me 

for the melancholies about which you do not know, for the troubles 

which you do not understand; for the sources of love which are W'lknown 

to youl 

Frequently, that new personality that the art of education 

excites and can make prevail over the other, taking the basis of 
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the spontaneous inconsequencee of the latter, or provoking them; 

that new personality exists, no longer planned, but almost finished 

in our nature: the deviations or an<Dalies of our personality show 

themselves, then, not through scattered singularities, ideas, emotions, 

impulses of will which do not maintain hcrmonious relation with the 

others, because they conform in an isolated way and without di~ction; 

but through an entire order of .facts of conscience which it embraces, 

together and simultaneously', all of the soul, and that, thus through 

its general character as through its duration, it resembles a new 

personality which might be substituted, during a certain time for 

the one which did exist, a second soul which might eliminate the 

one which ordinarily !unctions, an~ ego which would share the 

governing of oneself. Those in whom this happens , in an intense and 

frequent way, can say, like Faust: "Two souls live within me, and 

tend unceasingl.y to separate one t-ro.m the other. 11 They are the 

temperaments of ~ontrast, or rather the compound temperaments, of 

Paulhan; the alternating contradictions of Ribot. But more than a 

peculiarity of a kind of temperament, couldn't this dualism be con-

sidered an almqst universal condition of human nature? •• The. 

complexity that is, as we note, in the essence of our nature, almost 

always takes the form of a dual o position, of a double grouping or 
the things of the soul according to chosen contrary affinities, which 

divide our inner world into twP riyal fields. If this opposition 
J 

co es to mani fest itself on occasions t hrough the eventual-. re-

ponderance of the weaker one, which achieves an ephem al trium.ph, 

and overthrows transitorily the one who had it capt iv~, or rather 
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if the almost equal power of the two forces t hat compete brings about 

that with so much authority and frequency, one prevails against the 

other, the duality appears confused, and the doubled soul manifests 

itself in such a way before its own conscience; and by means of its 

acts, before the observations of the orld. But the dualit) will 

not fail to exist because it remains ignorant of the one who carries 

it in himself, nor in the case that, through incoordination and in

feriority of the weaker tendency, the latter only succeeds in showing 

itself sometimes through isolated inhibitions, o diminishing secretly 

the force which the rival power unfolds in its acts; without it ever 

remaining alone ·1n the soul, and giving a reason for itself. 'ibis 

lesser personality is then, like those celestial bodies whose 

existence only ~ame to be suspected through the alterations which 

they produce in the movement of others. A glimmering or vague feeling 

of this dualism appears to be in the bott0t1 of those same souls which 

with more power are conscious of their personal unity and entirety • 

.ho ~ows if for the interpretation that the pritli.tive man gave to 

the shadow which his body projected in the light, and to the image 

which his reflection transposed in the raters, facts in which he saw 

the manifestation of a mysterious half of his being, independent from 

the other, and perhaps it was then, in the human con3cienee, the soul, 

the :inmortal Psyche, the angelic butterfly; who kno s, I say, if £or 

such an interpretation did not coo.cur, besides t he surprise of the 

innocent senses before the arts of nature, a certain dark conscience 

of a struggle of inner powers, now outlined in the bosom of primitive 

simplicity and nature? 
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The familiar character, the demon, which pagan antiquity placed 

in the breast of each man; that race of intermediary divinities 

between the terrestrial and the olympic, which perpetuates in each 

individuaJ. desti.n¥ his propicious or fatal suggestion, is clearly 

the myth in which was united the observation of t his duality which 

is in the depth of souls.--UCan there be a man who has not seen 

darnons?"-asked the adepts of Pythagoras according to ~ 1 arietotelean 

That which I understand is this: can there be a man who 

has never felt over himself the presence of a different power than 

the one which directs the thoughts and acts of his ordinar life? 

Clearer still, the intuition of this complexity wa conceeded to 

men, since they were baptized; because the Christian idea is now, 

in itself, the affirmation of a fundamental duality of our nature; 

and the feeling of this duality should favor the conscience and the 

expression of all irmer contradictions. In the tortures of a temp

tation or doubt; in the struggles of holiness and sin, of the angel 

and the beast, of the clay and the spirit, the Christian feels his 

spirit divided between two powers. Like the horseman of the ballad 

of Murger, bet een the horseman from the right and the horseman from 

the left, thus he goes his way through life, between the l!nemy and 

the Beloved, between the "king of Babylon ad the one ot Jerusalem"; 

and this discord of which the holy souls speak to us, does not 

correspond simply to an opposition of exterior stir..luli, nor to inner 

modifications, separated only to abstraction and personified in order 

to im.agine them. There is frequently, in it, a deeper psychological 

reality, hieh refers to the latent division ot the personality, as 
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in two partial personalities; one, which dominates, constantly, or 

pref er ably; anothe.r, which aspires to dominate, and stretches towards 

it, without rest, in the spirit; in the spirit perhaps to whose depth 

the clarity of conscience has never r~ached. 

Let us call this unfaithful inhabitant of our soul the inner 

person, in which are organized the hidden tendencies that, subjugated 

by those who habitually exercise their power over each one of us, 

fight, nevertheless, in order to prevail over these (latter), and 

sometimes accomplish their design. Is there a eoul where there is not 

housed, more or less in secret, this guest? Is there a confession, 

an individual story, or psychological daily account., where one does 

not perceive or guess the traces of its presence? I look at the 

backs of the books in the bookcase which I have in front of me, and 

I choose, by chance, some names. Balzacl Was there a hidden person 

in Balzac? \bo can doubt it i! he remembers the enlightened, mystic, 

the sovedenborgiano who usually crosses in an unexpected manner, in 

his immense work, the road of the positive observer, of the prophet 

of reality? Quevedo! There I see, in a book, the f ace that smiles, 

denies, and mocks; then, in another book, that of penitent austerity, 

that of aceticism of thought and of heart.-- Machiavelli: Beneath 

the manifest personality of the contemporary Florentine of the Borgia 

family, without a moral law of that "Which is not of the correctness or 
beauty and force; how does be raise up, and reveal suddenly in him the 

hidden censor, the soul oppressed, tempered, for virtue! The inner 

personality of Heine 1 \Vho does not know and admire him, if he is the 

angelic dreamer who, breaking the hard covering of the demolishing 

sceptic, amazes from time to time with the roses of the Songbook in 

his hand? ••• 



THE MODERN CRITIC I S BY TRADE THE MAH OF 

PERPETUAL MET ORPHO.SES 

35 

The superiority of tolerance which today we liken to the concept 

of great and f ertile criticism, is t hat ta~ root more in that which 

is deep than that which institutes pure intelligence, implies a certain 

aptitude for personal change. Ancient criticism, inflexible and 

dogmatic, took root in the beginning of the identity of spirits. 

odern (criticism) rests on the feeling of the infinite complexity 

and diver sity of human nat ure . '.nle modern critic is, through his 

trade, a man of continuous changes of mind and heart: a man of many 

souls, capaqle of putting himself in unison with the most diverse 

charact er~ and the most opposed conceptions of beauty and life. The 

fait hful image of t his generous virtuality, key to our present idea 

of the critic, could be pointed out in that very complex and multi

f onn intellectual existence of Sainte-Beuve, an unseizable Proteus, 

AAn:t;.icipant i n all the modifications of thought and sensitivity which 

.found an echo in the soul of his contemporaries, from the algebraic 

materialism. of the ei hteenth century, to the overflow of sentiment 

and color of the romanticists; from the brilliant helenism. to the 

gloomy Port-Royal. 
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